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Graduate Wind Quintet

Krista Aasland, flute
Jong Lee, oboe
Heidi Boothe, clarinet
Brian Marsh, bassoon
Fred Stone, horn

with

Cara Sommers, trumpet
Aki Oshima, clarinet
Farah Zolghadr, conductor

Saturday 3 May 2008
3:00pm
Beam Music Center
Doc Randel Recital Hall
~ Program ~

Quintet
Claude Paul Taffanel
(1844-1908)

Allegro con moto
Andante
Vivace

~ Pause ~

Septett (1948)
Paul Hindemith
(1895-1963)

Lebhaft
Intermezzo
Variationen
Intermezzo
Fugue Alter Berner Marsch

_Caro Sommers, trumpet_
_Aki Oshima, clarinet_
_Farah Zolghadr, conductor_